
My name is Kaitlin Webster and I am creating a piece called HOME on the ISU dancers. 
 
The piece is about the concept of home, and how it evolves as we go through our lives.  
 
They take this this LEGO, it’s like a cardboard LEGO, which is kind of precious at first because it 
is the square, triangle, ya know, cartoon drawing of a house that we all think that like “home” 
is. And they figure out kind of what that actually means to them. And we get insights onto who 
they are alone, and then potentially what they can build together. So, the piece kind of grows in  
a journey and how we relate to the boxes themselves, this like concept, and how we relate to 
each other and the other dancers. And my work is very, very physical, so I like to see a lot of 
explosive lifts, and a lot of partnering, and a lot of floor work. I don’t think you can really 
categorize it. Ideally, you will see a bunch of familiar things while also ya know hopefully finding 
kind of new ways to navigate. Whatever genre this is, maybe it is contemporary. 
 
My process is super, super collaborative. I really believe in the power of a group and I believe in 
the power of my dancers to contribute. So, I’ll tend to give them a concept or a phrase or a 
word for them to think of…words associated with the piece, create something, and then I’ll 
come in, invest in whatever phrase they’ve made, decide how and where to use it. If to use it. I 
kind of untangle it from there, creating something that maybe I couldn’t create myself, or they 
couldn’t create their selves, but something brand new that’s really in tune with the people who 
are in the room and their concepts. 
 
So, come see it! Come see how HOME evolves. 


